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1. Introduction  a) Mississippi at a Glance

The Mississippi River basin showing states and tributaries

3rd largest
41% of contiguous US
31 states; 2 provinces
1. Introduction  b) Historical Context

Flooding & Navigation challenges  Great Flood  CWA & NEPA  Flood of 2011

Early 1800’s  1824  1927  Early 1970’s  2011

Federal Gov’t (USACE) - Navigation  MRC – Navigation & Flood Control  MR&T  USACE – Environment

Federal government has become increasingly involved
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2. Basin Overview  a) Hydrology

Relative discharge from major tributaries

-Average flows of 16,800 m$^3$ per sec

**High water:**
-Occurs in March to May
-65,700 (m$^3$/s) in 2011

**Low water:**
-August to October
-River height varies by as much as 15 m
Historic changes in sediment discharge

**1700’s:**
- Total sediment load of 400 million tons per year

**1990’s:**
- Total sediment load of ~125 million tons per year
2. Basin Overview  b) Infrastructure

Meander cutoffs

Revetments for bank stabilization

Levees
2. Basin Overview  b) Infrastructure

Floodways

Bird’s Point New Madrid Floodway
Old River Control Structure Complex
Bonnet Carre Spillway

Morganza Floodway
2. Basin Overview  

c) Administrative Entities

Principal Agencies

• Mississippi River Commission  
• Local Levee Boards  
• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  
• U.S. Congress

Regulatory & Advising Agencies

• State governments  
• U.S. Environmental Protection Agency  
• U.S. Geological Survey  
• U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service  
• And many more...
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3. Contemporary Challenges  a) Process/Procedure

Authorization: (A)  Appropriation: (B)

Fieldwork

Project identification → Reconnaissance budget → (A)

(A) ← Feasibility study funds ← Reconnaissance study ← (B)

(B) → Complete feasibility study ← Review by agencies → (A)

(B) ← Negotiate project-partnership agreement ← Conduct pre-construction and engineering design phase

Construction ← Definition of operation, maintenance, repair, rehabilitation and replacement procedures
3. Contemporary Challenges  a) Process/Procedure

Complex and time consuming processes

- Priorities
- Regulations
- Money

backlog of projects

$$ project benefits $$
3. Contemporary Challenges  b) Navigation

Benefits of river Transport
- $70 Billion
- 60% of grain exports

U.S. Port and Inland Waterways Modernization study
3. Contemporary Challenges

Communication

Flood Control

Flood Risk Reduction

[Map showing estimated maximum inundation extents]
3. Contemporary Challenges  
d) Environment

increased nutrient loading in river → dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico
3. Contemporary Challenges  
   d) Environment

- loss of coastal Louisiana
- reduced sediment load & altered deposition
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4. Conclusions
How do we balance competing interests and address changing priorities in a time of limited federal funding and a complex regulatory environment?

Couple this with future challenges such as:

- Increased Development/Growth
- Climate Change/Climate Variability
- Uncertainty
WATER: reliability through flood control for living / business & supply for cooling energy plants, consumption, irrigation, environment, and reliability for navigation

ENERGY: Nuclear, Coal, Hydro (transportation for, cooling water and water power)
Our people enjoy a quality of life unmatched in the world. We ...

- Lead secure lives along the river or tributary.
- Enjoy fresh air and the surrounding fauna, flora, and forests while hunting, fishing, and recreating.
- Travel easily, safely, and affordably.
- Drink from and use the abundant waters of any river, stream, or aquifer.
- Choose from an abundance of affordable basic goods and essential supplies that are grown, manufactured, and transported along the river to local and world markets.

Leveraging science, engineering, technology, and public policy

Balancing the nation’s needs for:
- National Security & Flood Damage Reduction
- Environmental sustainability & recreation
- Infrastructure & energy
- Water supply & water quality
- Movement of goods; agriculture & manufacturing
Thank You
Room for the River Concept

- **1927 Flood**
  - Flooded 26,000 square miles = 16,800,000 acres
  - Levees only policy – No floodways or backwater areas

- **2011 Flood**
  - Flooded 9,900 square miles = 6,350,000 acres
  - Protected 62% of the area flooded by 1927 Flood (the 38% of the area flooded in 2011 was by design to make room for the river)
  - MR&T project includes levees and floodways and backwater areas to **Make Room for the River**

- **Floodways and Backwater Areas**
  - Total acreage of floodways = 366,000 acres
    - Total used during 2011 Flood = 212,000 acres
  - Total acreage of backwater areas = 1,652,000 acres
    - Total used during 2011 Flood = 335,000 acres (interior flooding)
  - Over 1.5 million acres of floodways and backwater areas were not inundated during the 2011 Flood
  - While the 2011 Flood is not as large as the Project Design Flood, there is still **Room for Larger Floods**
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2011: Year of the Floods